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Session Descriptions

TheArt of Writing
(A302)

9:15-10:00
Ethics of Memoir
Marion Winik
Most people think the biggest dilemma in memoir is nailing down
the facts, a la James Frey in A Million Little Pieces. This informative
and hilarious talk delves into a much more serious issue, with
examples from the speaker’s long career in the genre.

10:15-11:00
Personal Perspective: Fiction and Nonfiction
Patricia Daly-Lipe
Any attempt to identify the essence of creativity raises questions
about the nature of human thought and its relationship to language.
This presentation is meant not to provide answers and conclusions,
but to raise awareness that the issue exists. “What we observe is
not nature itself, but nature exposed to our method of
questioning.” (Werner Heisenberg). Since all writing, no matter what
genre, is personal, I hope to inspire my audience to take the
journey, to explore the process, to learn to listen to their heart, and
to let the words take over.

1:15-2:00
A Place For The Genuine: The Poet In The Poem
Michael Glaser
A highly eclectic audience-engaged talk/workshop that focuses on
the empowering aspects of claiming your own voice and using it to
write your own amazing poems.

2:15-3:00
Putting It All Together
Dean Smith
Dean Smith will explore how poetry influenced his book about the
Ravens’ Super Bowl season and how it has shaped his career as a
writer of fiction and nonfiction. Poems can serve as the launching
pad for longer works of fiction and nonfiction. Memoir can also lead
to new poems.

3:15-4:00
It’s Showtime! Giving a Successful Reading
Barbara Morrison
Giving a reading is perhaps the most stressful and most rewarding
part of being a writer. The connection with the audience and the
rush from their reaction to your work buoys the spirit of the most
jaded writer. Yet many, if not most, writers lack the performance
skills to present a compelling reading. We will look at how
to choose and order the selections for a reading, go over basic oral
interpretation techniques, and practice by reading pieces provided.
Participants are also encouraged to bring their own work to practice
reading.

4:15-5:00
Getting Unstuck: Why Writer’s Block is Your Best Friend, and
How to Start Writing Again
Alix Moore
Writer’s block is one of the most misunderstood parts of the
creative process. Creative blocks are necessary and valuable
moments of pause that ask us to slow down, open to our intuition,
and, sometimes, to rethink our path. In this experiential workshop,
participants will learn to recognize the signs and types of writer’s
block and use practical exercises to release self-judgment, activate
intuition, and get back to inspired writing.

TheBusiness of Writing
(A303)

9:15-10:00
Prepare Your Book for Publication
Christine Stewart
In this session, participants will learn how to prepare to query agents
by creating their book's pitch, synopsis, chapter outline, and the
query letter itself. In preparing these documents, writers gain new
insight about the strengths and weaknesses, themes, and goals, of
their book and where correction might be needed prior to submission.

10:15-11:00
A Light-Hearted Look at Social Media for Writers
John E. McIntyre
John E. McIntyre leads a double life. By night a mild-mannered
editor for a great metropolitan newspaper, he conducts a separate
existence on Facebook and Twitter. On social media he promotes
his employer, The Baltimore Sun; the craft of editing; his book, The
Old Editor Says; and, you should excuse the expression, his
"brand." In "A Light-Hearted Look at Social Media for Writers," he
will look at the pluses and minuses of this double life, hoping that
those in attendance will share their experiences and expectations.

1:15-2:00
Breaking Into the Maryland Magazine Market
Ron Cassie
In the wake of the recession, the magazine scene in Maryland has
contracted somewhat, but there are still plenty of periodicals out
there looking for writers to cover the arts, business, and culture of
Maryland. Find out how to get an editor's attention while avoiding
the mistakes beginners often make when pitching to magazines.

2:15-3:00
Contracts for Writers
Cynthia Blake Sanders, Ruth Thaler-Carter
Contracts can be scary things, but are often vital to protecting the
writer's interests in an assignment. Sometimes we are faced with
draconian language that is enough to make us want to turn down
the project. Sometimes the client doesn't have a contract and we
worry about being ripped off, or losing the project by suggesting our
own contract language. An experienced freelance writer and an
attorney will walk participants through the basics of what to include
in a contract for a writing assignment—whether article, report or
book—and what you may be able to delete or revise.

3:15-4:00
The Publishing Matrix
Gregg Wilhelm
Find out how to navigate successfully through the bewildering maze
of publishing options—ranging from DIY and indie presses to e-
books and everything in between—to find the best fit for your book.

4:15-5:00
Technologies for Knowledge Workers
Gabe Goldberg
Technology advances faster than the eye or mind can follow, but
what tools and practices do 21st century professionals (from tech
novices to experts) really require to survive and prosper in their
careers? This presentation provides important but easy-to-forget
tips and resources for online, mobile, and computing productivity
and safety, aiming at essentially everyone: employees, freelance
workers, work-at-homers, and retirees. It covers procedures,
opportunities, and suggestions from session participants.
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TheCraft of Writing
(A306)

9:15-10:00
Healing Through Writing: Survival and Craft
Shirley Brewer, Tom Glenn
In this presentation, novelist Tom Glenn and poet Shirley J. Brewer
explore the dark world of trauma: PTSI (Post Traumatic Stress
Injury), accidental death, murder, and violence. Healing takes place
when the writer faces the trauma, and begins to order chaos
through writing. Survival is possible. Transformation is within reach.
Hope may once again light the path. Participants will learn
techniques to address personal traumatic experiences through their
own writing.

10:15-11:00
Novel 101: Tips on Writing Your Masterpiece
Jen Michalski
So you started a novel—what now? Novelist Jen Michalski (The
Tide King) provides tips on plot, characterization, organization, and
pacing—and the pages in-between.

1:15-2:00
How to Be Interviewed for Radio and Television
Larry Matthews
You’ve written the book, found a publisher, and you’re ready to
promote it. You’ve been invited to talk about your book on the
radio. Or better yet, a television program! Now what? There’s more
to a radio or TV interview than talking about the finer points of your
masterpiece. Here's a chance to build your brand, and to promote
yourself as an author. What can you expect from this kind of
exposure, and will it sell books? Larry Matthews is an author and a
veteran of thirty-five years in radio and television. In this session he
will walk you through the process of talking to millions of people you
can’t even see.

2:15-3:00
Crafting the Family Poem
Virginia Crawford and Sam Schmidt
Discover how to write a successful poem about family through
reading and analyzing some of our favorites by Galway Kinnell,
Sharon Olds, Linda Pastan, Lucille Clifton, Li Young Lee, and
others.

3:15-4:00
Maryland’s Writing Programs
Kendra Kopelke, David Everett, Geoff Becker (invited), Gerry
LaFemina, and Stewart Moss, moderated by Paul Lagasse
This panel session will explore the wide range of educational
opportunities that are available for writers of all kinds throughout
Maryland. The directors of several of the state’s most prestigious
literary programs will discuss their programs and answer your
questions about finding a program that’s right for you.

4:15-5:00
Revisions: Polishing Your Work for Publication
Ally Machate
Each year, more than a million new titles are published by traditional
and self-publishers. Every writer knows, or soon learns‚ that it takes
multiple revisions to create a piece ready to compete for the
attention of book buyers. This talk will introduce you to the most
common problems that plague written works and offer simple ways
to identify and resolve them in your own novel, short story, or
memoir. You’ll receive tips on improving your work to keep readers'
attention, polishing your manuscript at the technical level, and
getting objective feedback before you submit or go to press.

Special Sessions
(A300)

9:15-10:00
Agent Panel
Lauren Clark, Jessica Negrón, Shannon O'Neill, and Jessica
Sinsheimer, moderated by Carolee Noury

10:15-11:00
Editor Panel
Lalita Noronha, Laura Shovan, and Kim Roberts, moderated by
Carolee Noury

1:15-2:00
Keynote Speaker Book Signing

2:15-3:00
Master Class
Rafael Alvarez
Theme: "I Don't Know How the Story Ends, and That's the Good
News"


